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I. INTRODUCTION 
Kno\\ ledge of tht: ch~mistry and composition of th~ earth· s upper atmosphere is of vital 
impclr1ance to many .:Jcatiemic and gllvemment m;tivities. Specifically, an understanding of the 
dectron dCIl,it)" protile of the ionosphcrc has dircct application to military o~er-lhe-horizon 
radar systems ~l.11d high frequcncy radio communication,. Understanding the themlO~phere is also 
impl\rtant to thc scientific community in areas ranging from accurate prediction of wcather 
p~tlems 10 the study of terrestrial planets and comets 
Atomic oxygcn i, a major constitllcnt of the upper atmosphere of the earth and, because 
it i; highly reactive plays 11 central role ill the photochemi~try of the ionosphert:. It i~ formed 
naturally in the thermosphere by the photo-dissociation and electron-impact di~soeiation of 
molecular oxygclI. Employing ~ variety of methods, the dellsit} of atomic oxygcn in the 
thermmphere ha~ been measured on numerous oC~~jions, bul1he resuh~ diller widc1) and the 
absolute concentration of atomic oxygen ha~ proven notoriously dimeult to eswblish 
A rdatively new technique for measuring atomic oxygen in the thenno~phere under 
re~t:arch at the Naval Postgraduate School (l\PS) involves U~tng the solar oeeuh~lion ofthc 01 
1304-/-\ emission to infer the terrestrial atomic oxygen density. This techniquc is unique becau~e 
it is inscnsitivc to many of the source~ of uncertainty that have affected prc\"iou~ measurements. 
The 01 130,,-f .. triplet is a prominent emission in both thc solar sp~ctrum and terrestrial airglm\ 
Any ohservation uftbe ,olar 01 1,04-1>.. linc profile from within lh" ~tmosph"re \\ill be absorhed 
lo some degree by the intervenin~ column of llxygen and the extent of this attenuation can be 
used to delennine the column density of the oxygen 
For sp~ce night observations. high resolution measurements arc made almost exclusi\el) 
"11h Michdson or Fabr}-Perot interferomctcr, rathcr than grating spcctrometers. Emissions at 
\\'R\dcllgth, of 1304-A fall illlolhe fill' uitrav;"Ie1 (FL'V) portion nfthe ~pcetrll!n. The number of 
wintkm matenals in the FUV IS vcry limited and. as a result, l'abl)'-Pcrot and ~tandard 
Michcl'ion illterf.;:rometc[', arc e'lrem~ly difficult to huild rh~rdor". inslrullJ",nb utiliL:ing all-
lcfkction interferomcters are needed for this portion of the <;pcctrum 
The NPS Physics Department ha~ bet:!l aetivo:iy in\l\lved in iono'ipheric rese~rch t'.)1 
,everal )cnr<;, They ha\"C conducted thrcc successful ,ounding rocket oxperiments using an 
instrument ealled the Middle liltrayiolet Spectrograph (l\flJSTANO). MUSTANG ob,er.es 
emlssion~ In th" rangt: hom I soo-A to 3400-i\ with a r~solution of approxmlUtdy I 0-/ •. Th~ 
Sll<.;~~>sor to MUS"IA:NG is th", high",r r~sol\llion Ionospheric Sp",ctroseopy And Atrrlosph",ric 
('ompo~itioll (ISAAC) instrumcnT, scheduled for launch in 1995 abo~rd a low earth orbit 
satellite.I:'.AAC is eXjlccted to have a re~olution of2.5-A 
During MliSTANG dev~lopment it became evident that an instnllnent providing ev"n 
higher wavelCJlgth resolution, Oll the order of a f",w rnA, 1,\a5 n~e",s~ar) to p~mlit th~ 
investigation or radiation transport through the examination of optically thick lines. Nichols 
(1990) designed and built a prototype interferometer using all-reflective optics and a spherical 
g:rating. The design was nlidated using a green Hc-Ne laser in the lahoratory (Cleary et al.. 
1992). Wallace (1992) found that a similar instrument based on a plane diffraction grating is 
more ~llitabje b".;:ause it produce, linear interf~rence fringes which an: more amenabl" to 
anaj)'~is u,ing Fourier transfOml techniques, He designed and built the All-Reflection Michelson 
Interferometer (AMJ), Validation of 111<' design using the DART ray tracing program was 
p"rforl1l~d hj C;lrbun (199,) ,md (k\,,,,'upmental testing \\as hCl!.llll hy Risley (1993). This the,,;, 
is a contillllatlOIl oilhm worJ.. 
A. THESIS OR.H:CTrVF:S 
I'he main ohjccti\'c 01 this the,[, is to continue developmental tesling of the -I.M I llsin!,': 
\ i.,ible light snUI'CC'i in the 5000 to 6000-;'" rallge alld incoheicilt light Solurcc-" wilh wavelellgth~ 
in the 2000 to 3000-;" range. TllC ultlma!e goal IS ie, demonstrate the feasibility of lhe AMI for 
allalYLing the S(llar occultatIOn of the 01 1304-~ triplet emissioll to determine tilt: density of 
at,lmlC o)"yg",n in the thermosphere so that development of a practical illstrument for space flight 
m~asur",ments call begin 
B. TIIESIS OliTLINE 
This th~;is i, divider! inJ(l five ,ectioIlS. 'J lIe fir,t section i<; the imroduetioll orthe the, is 
'Section II provides background information on the ~omposillOll of the atmo:opherc and the 
dynamic proccsses that produce the emissIOn profiles of interest. The theory of Section III 
includes a brief revie\\ of interference and diffraction, an introduction to the A\ofJ and soJar 
occultatloll. Sedioll IV d~seribes lh~ e'{pcrimCllts conducted ,lnd data collected from the various 
instruments, and S~ction V present~ the results of the research and provides recommendations 
for further ~tud;.. Appt:ndicc, arc al<;o included which contain IDL proKedures lIbed to store and 
to analYLe the data and EOC files llsed to generatc some of the figures 
11. BACKGROUND 
ThIS s<ection proyidcs g<encral information relating to th~ ph)Slcal pmccsses and 
which control tht compl1silion of the earth-~ almosphtre. It abl\ pf()\lde~ the 
muliYatiull \\hi<.:h led 10 the devt:lopmenl of a high re~ollilion FLV interferometer. 
A. ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION OF THE EARTH 
1. TCJIIIJeratnre and ComlJOsition Profilcs 
rhe earth's atmosphere can be de~cribed a~ a s«ries of stacked horizontal layers 
based on kinetic temperature or chemica! c()mro~ilion The lCrnperature and composition 
distribution, of the atmosphere arc illustrated ill Figure 1 
Figure I Tcmp~rature Protile oflhc Atmospht:re 
The atmosphere is divided into four different regions or "spheres" based 
primarily on the variation of temperature with altitude above the earth's surface. The different 
regions in order of ascending altitude are: the troposphere. the stratosphere, the mesosphere and 
the thermosphere. Each of these spheres is separated by a transition region or "pause" where the 
derivative of temperature with respect to altitude goes to zero. The three transition regions 
separating the fOUT characteristic layers are the tropopause, the stratopause and the mesopause. 
The troposphere (0-10 km) is the layer of the atmosphere where clouds and 
weather originate. In this region, the dominant physical process is Eddy mixing and the surface 
of the earth is the primary source of wanning. As a result, the temperature decreases at a fairly 
unlfonn rate (commonly referred to as the lapse rate) of -6.5 KIkm and reaches a minimum of 
approximately 210 K at the tropopause (10 km). 
The next region of the atmosphere is the stratosphere (1(}"50 km). where the 
temperature increases with increasing altitude due to the absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation. 
This effect is especially true in the ozone layer (30 km) where a concentration of a few parts per 
million of 0 3 leads to very pronounced absorption of wavelengths in the 2000-3000-A range and 
subsequent heating of the atmospheric gases. The positive temperature gradient observed in the 
stratosphere tenninates at the stratopause (50 km). 
The third layer is called the mesosphere (50-80 km) which is characterized by a 
negative temperature gradient. The temperature in this region is detennined mostly by 
convection, the warmer stratosphere now acting in much the same way as the planetary surface 
acts with respect to the troposphere. The cooling trend observed in the mesosphere ceases at the 
mesopause (80 km), the coolest region of the atmosphere. where the temperature is 
approximately 180 K. 
The final region of the atmosphere is the thermosphere (above SO km), which 
displays a positive temperature gradient due primarily to the absorption of electromagnetic 
radiation by molecular oxygen in the range of},.< 2000-A. Since the heating now occurs from 
above, there is no convection, and the temperature increases until it reaches a maximum of 
approximately 1600 K at altitudes of 300-400 km. Above 400 km the atmosphere is essentially 
isothermal. As Figure 1 shows, the high temperatures found in the upper reaches of the 
atmosphere display considerable variation (900-1800 K) depending on the amount of solar 
activity and time-of-day. These variations are a result of the low heat capacity of the upper 
atmosphere. Fluctuations in the amount of UV radiation are rapidly reflected in temperature 
changes. In the thermosphere, interaction between solar radiation and atmospheric gases form 
the region of ionized particles known as the ionosphere. This region is of primary interest for 
applications discussed in this thesis. 
If the atmosphere is divided according to composition there are three 
characteristic spheres: the homosphere, the heterosphere and the exosphere. In the homosphere 
(0-100 km), the composition of the atmosphere is essential1y uniform in the sense that the mean 
molecular weight remains constant. The primary transport mechanism in this region is eddy 
diffusion, a turbulent miring which keeps the relative concentrations of component gases 
effectively constant. 
Above the homosphere lies the heterosphere (100-500 km), where the primary 
transport mechanism is molecular diffusion. Very little vertical mixing occurs in this region, and 
the molecules tend to separate based on differences in molecular weight. 
Finally, the exosphere (above 500 krn) identifies the layer where collisions 
between atoms become extremely infrequent. Because of the infrequency of collisions, particles 
ha\C high kinetic ~n~rgic,. ami th~ eSlilp~ of molecule, hom the atITw~pht're bccom~~ 
sigmfic;lnr 
2. Ionosphere 
i he iono'phcre (50-1000 kmJ enC0mpass<" the uppcr part of the hoJtlosph~re. 
th.., heteru;phere and the I()\\'er region of th~ exosphere. The relative Im;k of vertICal mi."ing in 
lhi~ layer. !:ombilled with an ineJ'ea~illg flux of solar photons rt:suh~ in the formation of a 
partially ioniLcd p!a:ima. Although electrically neutral as a whole. the atl1losphne in this region 
is comprised largel) of lolTlg·lived p0sith'e iow; and tree electrons. Due 10 tllc large difference in 
rna,s bctwe~n an ion and e!cctwn (the ions can be 50.000 times as massive as Iht electrOIlS), the 
electrons are much more mobilt. Htnee. it is primarily the free iTHwing ekctrons which intcract 
with tkctromagnetie waves in the ionosphere. By accurately measuring electron density profiles 
the ele..:tromagnetic propertlcs of the ionosphere can he infcrred and exploit~d ladically hy the 
militaT} 
l'hc primary source offi"ee electron, in the atmosphere is photoionization, where 
an incident ;olar photon strike~ a neutral atom or mo(ecule. fOITning a positive ion and a free 
eketron. Thc pro!:e',> can be descrihed hy the equation 
where M is any molecule (or atom) and hv i~ the photon energy fhe talc of thi, reaction 
depends on thc product of the concentration [M] and the flux of photons [hvl- At high !Iltitude~ 
there is a large flu» of photons but vcry few particles, and at low altitude" Ihe reverse is true, so 
[hal the electron production function ptaks at some intermediate level. In 1931, Chapman 
dcvise-d a ,impiified theoretical mod~1 oe thi, pf(}~CS" by assuming the atmosphere wa~ 
comprised of only one constiment. Despite tillS rather drastic simplification, the theoT}' yields 
rcmarkably good results. Since each dominant atmo5pheric species has its own ionization 
potential and reaction rate, the actual atmo~phere can be represented by the superposition of a 
number of Chapman layers. A typical Chapman profile is shown in Figure 2. 
r l..X 
([I F regi ons ) 
Figure 2 Ion Production Probabil ity 
Different molecules absorb at different wavelengths, and the flux of photons at a 
particular wavelength varies with altitude. In the EUV high energy, short wavelength photons 
generally penetrate farther into the atmosphere than long wavelength photons. The relative 
densities of different molecules also vary with altitude, and these effects combine to divide the 
ionosphere into four layers (D, E, F I and F2) based upon relative maxima in the electron density 
profile. These layers vary with time of day, geographic location and solar activ ity. 
1ht D IJ;.~r (50-90 km) b tht lo'\"est rtgwn of the i'lnosrhere and ij prouuced 
by the penetrating -::omp<lnent pflll!; inci(i<:m radintion. [1rirnlmiv tht ionizatJL1n of nitric oxid~ b) 
[he ~olar Lyman-u emi~~ion ~t a wavelent->1:h of At Illghc whcn there is Tl0 incident 
radiation. tht electron, ~nd ion, qllid.ly recombine and the I~yer disappears. except at auroral 
and twlar latitudes. 
The ne:>..t r~gion. the r. layer (90-140 km). b fonn~d predominantly from th" 
ionization of mole~ul~r o;..y.~en b) incident uhraviolet liglit and soft X-ra), from the sun. Like 
thc I) layer. the E I~yer disappears at night except at iatitud"" ab(,\~ 60" where particle 
bombarum",nt temJs to maintalH the ionizatl0n 
Ihe final region is broken down into two layers. the PI (140-200 km) and the 1-'2 
(aho\e 200 km). The fl layer IS r~all) a ledge in th<;; electron dCII&ity prom<;; HI the bottom of the 
1<2 layer. It occurs only during da"light hour~ and is most pronoun~",d during the SLImmer months 
and at times of high solar activity (sunspot maximum). The presence of the Fl ledge can be 
attributed to tb~ ioni/.ation of molecular oxygen The 1"2 layer has the highest electron densit} 
and IS present during the da} ,md at night As with the l'1 layer, the 1"2 predominates during 1he 
daylighl hOI1TS and summer months. However, unlike the F I region, the f2 persists at night 
because the denSity ofparticks is so 1o" that collisions leading II) the reeomhination of dectron~ 
and ions arc extremely rare. A. plot of typical electron densities verst!'; altitude for both daytime 
and nighttime eonditio!l~ i~ ShO'HI in Figure 3 
Figure 3 Electron Density profile 
3. Electromagnetic \\,'ave Propagation 
The ionospheric influence on radio wave pwpflgation is signifi(;ant and i~ the 
basi, for a great deal of ,tudy_ The radio frequency (RF) atmospheric will<iow ranges from 10 
MHz-20 GIlL. Due to their inkraction with electrons, radio wave frequencies ml!st be higher 
thall the "pb~l1w frequt'ncy" in order to pa~~ through the atmosphere ami reach H ~atelIi!e or 
probe_ The plasma frequency is the natural oscillati011 that electron, have in a magnetic field. for 
OTllR and '\kip" (;ommunicatiom, the frequency mu,[ be helo\\ the plasma frequency so that 
rellediol1s ofraJio wm·es will occur. An ability to di~tingllish betwe<:n propuf'alion modes under 




Tili~ section introdLJ~e~ the ba~ic lh",ory f"'quired to understand tbe m"'lhud. resulb 
dls~u,si()n and conclusions rcg3niltlg the .'\:\11. First a general overvie,"" of interference and 
ditiraclion th",or} is pre,ented, fur a more detailed presentation on II1tcrfcrCIlCc and uiffraction 
thc0f\ rcfcr to any ~landard Ie;>,.( un basic phy~ic." electromagnetic the(1ry or oplics, ~llch as 
Hecht (19117) or Moller (IG8S). Thi~ is follm"",d by a descriptlOn of the AMI, solar line protlks, 
specifically the ,-,xygen lJo.:\-A emission, solar occultation and a short description of thc 
mathematical equation;; used to mouel the line protile of interest 
4.. ]\"ATCRE OFLIGflT 
The work of Max"",1l anu others h<l~ shown that li/lhl is ",Iectromagnctic in na1Ure, ;lnd 
cbssical de~trodynamics point<; to the idea of a continuous transfer of energy by way of 
eicetromagnetic "aves, Ouantum ekctrodynamies, on the other hand, descrihes eicetromagn",(ic 
interactions and Ihe trllrlSport of cnergy in terms of lIla~'JIe>, elemen(ary particles known as 
pho(om" which are 10cali7ed, propagating quanta of electromagnetic cnergy_ 1 hi, dual nature of 
light is cvidellced b} the tact that it propagates through .,pacc 111 a wave·like fashion and yet can 
di~play particle-likc behavior during emission and absorption processcs. 
Ifthc wavelength of light is small in comparison to the ,ill: oran instrumcnt', optics, the 
techniques of to"",omelricai optics may be used. A tIlore precise treatment, applicable when the 
dimensions of the apparalus are 'mall, ih that of physical optics. In physi"al optic'> the domlnant 
property of light i~ irs wavc nature 
ll.l~ rF.RH:ltF:NCF 
Inlnfcren~~ i, a consequcnce of the wave nature of light and can hc descrihed as the 
pht:llumen" Ih;lI un:ur~ \\ht:n lighl rays combine. The mlensity oUhe resultanl wave Illay be zero 
at cer1~in po,;tion,. creating dar!.. fringes and an in!erfen:uce palkm. 
Light \\ilve& call be C0llsidw"d m. vector qLl8ntitits comprised of tWl) tran~Vtr~e Vtdl1r 
COJTIpOnenls propagating logethtr. wt: eledri~ fidd and tht magndic field. The irradianct J. 
which is proportional to 1he lime average ortbe magnitude uf E squared (E. E' '" (E2»), is uf 
primary inttrt:sl for musl optics applications bt:t:ause it. or sume qllantity generated b)- it IS 
typically sensed by till: optical detectors 
Consider h,o coherent plane waves of equal magnitudc. emanating from the ~ame source 
and represented by their veetur t:omponents E· and E2. The complex representation of lhe~e 
wavts travding in Iht: pOSillVC x direction are 
(:21 
(J) 
whcre A is the amplitude, (J) is the wa\'" frequeTley, k is the propagation vector (k=2nil.) and l\J is 
the phase shift het\\een the two waves. A plalle of constant phase that is perpendicular to tht 
dirt:dion u1' propagntioll is calltd n wavefronl. According to the principle of supcrpositioll, the 
elec1ric field intensity E at 11 point in spnco: arising from 1he scp~rate fields FI and E2 is given h} 
rhe la~t term 111<1) bt: re\\rit1~n as 
(5) 
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ami tht: irradiall~e hecome, 
(ti) 
i; ~alled tht: ampl!tudt: factor. h is evident from equation (6) that the 
time dependence IS automatically diminated whcn calculating thc irradiul1ce, and 1 depend~ only 
on the square of the ilmplitudt: factor. 
In man) ~xpt:rim~nts. relativt: intensity measuremems are ft~l:ordcd, and the irradiallce 
l:all bt: ut:scribed b~ 
[= (7) 
where J., is tht: rdt:rence intensity. Constructive illlerferenc~ occurs when Ihe absolute value of 
the amplitude factor is a maximum, and destructive iliterferenCt: takes place when this factor is 
Lew. In other words, constructive interference takes plaee ,~ht:rt' <jJ=2nm and destructive 
intt:rference whcrc <jJ=(2m-t1 )11, fDr any integcr m 
tnterfercnce of light wave, from differem SOllrees i~ th.e periodi" eniJallcemellt and 
reduction ot the irradianct: of the ,upt:rimpo~t:d WaH!S. It is caus~d either by thc propagation path 
lengtJL differellcc or an exphcit phase shi!t betwccil the waves Dr hoth. Interference theory ean be 
ex1endt:u to nny numbcr of supcrimpmed waves, not just the t"" wave inlerit:rence example 
u~ed in th.e ahove derivation. 
rhe interference of light waves can be produced by splitting a single wavefront into two 
waves whieh travel differcnt paths. Double-slit interference is an example of this and was first 
demonstratt:d by Young in 1802. Monochromatic. collimated light is allowed to ,trike an opaque 
screen which cvntaim two small slits a short distance apart. and til" resultant pattern i~ viewed 
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on a second ~~reen Rome distance awa)' from the first screen. An illustration of thIS is depicted in 
Figure 4. In this figure, y is the distance between the slits, x the distance from th~ slit~ tll the 
detector, 0 the angle between the centcrline and the observation point P and d the difference in 
distance between optical paths 
I I I 
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Figure 4 Double-Slit Interference 
Since the light is monochromatic, the propagation veClOr for the wave leaving each slit 
has the same magnitude, 2nl"i.. TIle electric field at P is the superposition of the field, coming 
from each slit al that point, and the irradiance can be described b)' Equation (7). Assuming the 
detector i~ a large distan~e from the slit, the path difference can he approximated by d"'y~ine, 
and the phase shift between the separate waves becomes 
14 
) I'sine (S) 
:'llbstltlllion otTgu~ti('n (8) into EquatIOn (7) give~ an irradiance at P of 
(9) 
Frum r.quation (9111 is eyident tliat I i, a maximum when the oplical p~th differenc<: i, 
an ITllcg~r muhiple of )" and a minimum when the path differene~ is a half integer multiple of i. 
13) restnding the oh~en;ation point on the detector to a srnallllfca around tht: optical axis sllch 
that the on~a1Li; di~tmlCe 7«),:. sin8 can be approximated by e (~ine"e"z.lx). Equation (9) Then 
reduces to 
(10) 
and the dc!eetion ~creen wil! display eqllally gpaced bright fringes ;epar~ted by a distance of 
(11) 
l'he intensity of the double-slit interference pattem wil! decreasc as 7 increases for two 
reasons. The first d~al; with the initial a~sumption of infinitesimal!} narrow slits radiating 
uniforml} in all dirt:c!ions !Ju<" to diffraction <"ffects, however, light does not radiate unifomlly 
but dt:(;[t:a~es to 7cro for large valucs of 0. Diltraction is discllssed in more dctail in the next 
The second rea<,on the intensity urthe pattern ralls orfto zero is the concept of coherence 
length Light dlles not Inwel lhrougli a medium as a perfect, conliJlLWllS sinusoid but instead as 
wave groups that appear approximately as simlsOlds jor s()m~ specilic lenh>th. ddincd as the 
coherence length. This is dcscl"ihed as a photon wavetrain. TIle importance ()r c()hcrence lics in 
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the fact that for interference to take place. paired group~ of similar wavetrains mu,t arrivc almost 
siJJlI!ltaneou~ly at p, lUhe path length difference i, greater thall the coherence length, wavetraills 
dll Ilot arrivc \\'lthil1 thc cohcr~nee lim.:. nnd interference dUb Iwt u~cur, For light SOllre.:s sucb 
as lasel'; the coherellcc kngth can he long 1,"'1 m), and th.: jnterfer~!I~e pallern is \:~~y to produce 
For 1I!0,t natural light sources such as incll1ldesccnr lamp; and disdwrge tubes, whi~h show no 
particular cuordination between ",milling atom~, tbe ~oheren~.: I",nglh i~ short, and the 
intcrference pattern catl only be gen~raled with v"'ry small opli~~d p~th differcnces I'hat i, the 
reason interfercllce pattcrns are much easicr to produce with laboratory lascrs 
C. DIFFRACTION 
Diffraction is 11 gen~ral ch~r~~teri~tic of w~ve phenc>m~na and occur~ whenever il portioJl 
of a \\-avefront (sound. matt",r or ligh!) is ub~tfllcted in sum", way, The distinction berwecll 
mtcrfcrence and diffraction is somewhat artificial. but it is cu~tumary to 'ipeak of interfcl'crlcc 
\,hen consid",ring th", superposition of a fe\,- waves, and diffractIOn when referring to a large 
number of waves. The mathematical analysis of this phenomena is generally trealed b) on~ of 
tl'll approximations: fresnel, or near-ficld diffraction, and Fraunhofcr, or far-field diffractic>n. 
F rcsnel diffraction occurs when the plane of observation is in clo~e proximity to the obstruction, 
arld Fraunhofcr diffraction whcn the observation plane i'i a large distance from the Qhstrucrion 
rhls the~is deals '\" ;th far-field diffractIOn of light waves, so only Fraunhofer dilhaction of light 
wavC5 will be di~cusscd 
Diffraction ellccts arc a consequence of Huygcn,,·l'resncl principle, which state's that 
cwry ull(,bstructcd poim of a wavefront serves as a source of spherical secondary \\aveleK Tbe 
Jmplitude of the field at ~l1y point heyond the nbstruction j, the sllp",rposillOn of these wavelets, 
in bnth amplitude and pha~c, An illustration of Huygcn~·Fresnel principle is dcpicted in Figur", 
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S. As shown in the diagram, light traveling through the central portion of the apertun: continue, 
to propagate in the same direction, but light passing by the edges of the aperture bends around 
the obstruction and propagates in a different direction. Near the aperture. the resul1ing waves 
appear as plane w~ve5 with slightly curved edges. When viewed farther av.ay, howe\.-er, the 
wavefronts become spherical. 
If the single aperture of Figure 5 is replaced by a number of slits. the interference 
phenomena described in (he previous section arc superimposed 011 the diffraction pattern from 
each of the slits. The resulting pattern is a series of alternately spaced light and dark fringes. This 
is pictured in Figure 6. 
COLLIMATED 
LIGHT 
figure 5 Ihl)'gens-Fresnel Principh: 
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Figure 6 Multiple Slit Diffraction 
The intensity of the bright fringes is a maximum al the center of the panem and drops off 
to zero as the distance from the optical axis increases. The overall effect is 10 create a number of 
different directions where eon~tructjve interference occurs. These are teoned diffraction orders 
and are designated by m=-i, 0, 1, etc., depending on their direction 
The equation describing the relationships of Figure 6 is called the grating equation and is 
defined as 
mA=:: a sinO .. , (12) 
where m i~ the diffraction order, 1. is the wavelength, a b the distan~e between slits ami em the 
deflection angle measured from the grating normal. For a source with a broad cuntinuous 
is 
spectrum, the m=O order image corresponds to the unaltered. 80=0, white-light vie"". of the 
source. Since Equation (12) is dependent on A., ~ny \alue ofm-,tO results in a number of colored 
be~ms diffracted at slightly different angles. 
D. nIE DIFFRACTlOro; GRATING 
A dimaetion grating is a repetitive array of diffracting elements, such as shts. that alters 
the phase or amplitude of a wave. The efTeet ofa diffraction grating is very similar (0 a multiple 
slit arrangement, and the properties of the gralmg can be described using a modified version of 
the grating equation. Figure 7 shows a diagram of a typical reflecting diffraction grating 
Figure 7 A Diffraction Grating 
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For this arrangement, the grating equation hceome8 
mI. == a(sinO .. -sine;), (13) 
where a and marc ddined as in Equation (12), G, is the angle of incidence and Om is the 
diffraction angle for that order. em is measlIred clockwise from the gr~ting normal and e, is 
measured counterclockwise from the Jlonnal 
E. THE ALL-REFLECTION MlCHELSON I1'TERFEROi\fETER 
The All-Reflection Michelson Interferometer (AMI) is a modified version of a 
conventional Michelson interferometer which utilizes a blazed ditfraetion grating vice a partially 
silvered mirror to split and to redirect the incident light rays. A schematic diagram of a 
conventional Miehdson interferometer is shown in figure 8. 
As shown in the diagram, collimated light strikes a beam splitter positioned at angle of 
45° 10 the incident radiation. The beam splitter separates the light into two rays, forcing the 
resultant plane waves to travel in different directions. One beam is reflected from a fixed mirror 
back to the splitter while the other beam is reflected off a movable mirror. The two rays are then 
recombined by the beam splitter and directed towards the detector. Adjusting the movable mirror 
will change the distance one of the beams travels, changing the interference pattern at the 
detector. If the path length difference between the two waves is zero or a multipk of the 
wavelength, constructive interference will oceur.lfthe path length difference is a multiple of one 
haifa wavelength, destructive interference will take place. Translating the movahlc mirror in one 
direction will cause the intenSity at the detector to alternate from bright to dark. 
It was not possible to use a conventional interferomete r design for our objectives 
because the emissions of inlerest fall into {he EUV and fUV portion of the electromagnetic 
sped rum, and most optical elements are opaque to light in this region. Several all-rt::n~clion 
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interferometers utilizing diffraction gratings as beam splining devices have been built and 













Figure 8 Michelson Interferometer 
The prototype instrument examined in this thesis was first developed by Wallace (1992). 
The AMI is shown in Figure 9 and consists of a beam collimator, a plane diffraction grating, two 
plane mirrors and a detector. The collimator can contain a number of elements but is usually 
comprised of an aperture (pinhole or slit) and an off-axis parabolic mirror. The aperture is placed 
at the focus of the parabolic mirror so that light reflected from the mirror is collimated. In the 
diagram, the minus one order beam is represented by solid arrows and the zero order beam is 
shown as dotted arrows. The ray paths are also numbered to indicate the sequence of reflections 
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from when beams first hit the grating to when they recombine at the detector. Light striking the 
blazed grating is split along two separnte paths conesponding to the zero and minus one diffraction 
orders. Plane mirrors an: positioned to reflect the incident beams din::ctly back to the diffraction 
grating. As a matter of convenience, the plane mirrors are designated by the diffraction order of the 
light they reflect back to the grating; the miIws one order mirror reflects the minus one order beam 
and the zero order mirrorthe zero order beam. To ensure that the optical path lengths for both rays 
are equal, the zero order mirror is mounted on an adjustable base. The beams are again diffracted 
by the grating with the exception that the diffraction orders are reversed. In this way, the light 
recombines along a common path from the grating to the detector and creates an interference 
p"""". 
M"',"", 











FiguR 9 All-Reflection Michelson lnterl'erometer 
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Recall flTlm Equation (U) that the direction in ,'hich a \\avcfront propagates at't",r 
,triking the grallng depends on th", raJiatmn \\dvelensrth the diffl-action ("1rder I)n) and th", 
angle ("1( incld",nct (tI,). The depend~·ne", on wawlength. in panicular. allow, for unique 
;;haracren'itlcs and !orms Ih~ ba~is of op~ration [It til", AMI. Fi!!:un:~ 10. II and I: Illu,lratc llie 
",ffects of wa\ckng'.h and diffraction orlkr on lhe plan'" waves. and the gencral operMing 
prmciple~ of the AM] 
Figure 10 detnils the iniIial reflection of the plane wave~ from the ditTraction ?faling_ As 
in Flgur~ (qr the mlllU~ om: order plan~ \~aves are shown as ,olid lines while thO;' z~ro order 




AMI· RefieClioll trom Diftractmn Grating 
The zero order beam shows no angular dispersion becau~e the lingle of incidence equals 
the angle of reflection when m=O. The minus one order beam, on the olher hand, expericnecs an 
angular shift of.6.8 due to ib diffraction order (m=-I) and A 
Figure 11 shows the effect the plane mirrors have on the propagating wavefronts. The 
zero order beam approaches perpendicular to the mirror which means it is reflected 
perpendicular to the mirror. The minus one order beam tra~eb toward the mirror with an angular 
dispersion of .6.8; therefore, it reflects off the mirror with the same 1\9. The mirror shift, the !l.9 








Figure 11 AMI - Reflection frum Plane Mirrors 
Figure 12 illustrates the se<.:ond relle<.:1lOn of the beams from the graling and the 
recombination orthe wavelroms at the dete<.:lOr. For the second reflection the diffraction ordcr~ 
are reversed. The minus one order beam undergot's an m=Q reflection while the zero order beam 
experiences an m=-I reflection. This means that the zero onJer beam, not the minus one (lrder 
beam. exhibits an angular shift of ~8 after reflecting from the t'J"atmg 
Figure 12 AMI - Recombination at Detector 
As Figures 10. II and 12 show, each ray undergoes an angular shift of L\\l at some point 
along it~ optical path length. Each ray is shifted by the same amoum. but in opposite directions, 
so that the total angular dispersion at the detector is 2AO (where 0 depends on t.) rhi~ is 
illustrated in Figure 12 and the enlarged view at the detector of Figure 13. 
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Hy adjusting the mirrors to exactly offset the angular shift of the wavefronts for a 
particular wavelength, ~, the rays will arrive at the detector parallel to each other and interfere 
constructively at all points. In other words, the light at the detector will appear identical to the 
incidcnt light. When the AMl is adjusted for a particular wavelength in this manner, the 
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Figure 13 Expandcd View of A\1/ at thc Detector 
Figure (14) represents a specialized case of Figure (13) where the mirrors of the AMI 
have been adjusted to produce onc fringe cycle across the detector. The lowest spatial frequenc), 
occurs when one bright fringe and one dark fringe strike opposite ends of the deteclor "ilh 
length L. The diagmm of Figure (14) and hquation (13) can be used to calculate the resolution 
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limit of the AM!. For the first diffraction order (m=I), the "tuned"" condItion can be detemlined 
hy sening the incident angle equal to tfle diffraction angle(e,"-Om~O)" Equation (13) then 
bc<.;omes 
(14) 
and solving for e gives 
(15) 
I 
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Figure 14 Minimum Resolution of the AMI 
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()ll~e 8 In" b"",n dekrmin",d fur th" tUIl~d comlitiull, Equ~ti()n (13) can be manipulMed 
t;, ddclminc the relation,hip hehveen chnnge~ in wavelength and changes in angubr dispersion 
f-or small incremental changes. 60 be approximated hy .\0, and the deri\ative of Eqllatioll 
(16) 
Perfurming a !rip:onuIIIetric id~n!ity .,Ub,tllutiDIl for the cosine !erm and replaelllg Ih", resultin)! 
sine krm with equation (13) yields 
(17) 
"hidl is vahd for any value of j.8. 
l'~i!lg the small angle approximation (lan(MI)",'\H). ~e from Figure (14) can he 
expre,,;ed a~ 
(18) 
With thi~ relatiunship between L'le, t'\., and L Equation (17) becllmb 
(19) 
\\here i\P"l!lLO i, the limit of resolution for the itlstrument. Using this method, Wallace (1992) 
calculated a typical resolution of the AMI to be approxlinately 4 mA. 
fur the AMI, which uses a blaied diffraction h'THting, Eqllahon (13) can abo he written 
pm}. = sinO., - sinG,. (20) 
with p representing the ruling density of the grating in lines/mm (p=iJa). Cleary et al. (1992) 
have shown that judicious selection of p with respect to A. will maximize the light incident on the 
detector by eliminating all reflections of unwanted diffraction orders. Using the conditions that 
81 and all higber order diffraction orders are greater than 90° and 8.2 and all lower order 
diffraction orders are less than or equal-90c, Equation (20) can be solved for p to give 
(21) 
where PmLn is the minimum acceptable ruling density for tbe AMI. Using Equation (21), Wallace 
(1992) has shown that Pmin""6000 lines/mm is desirable for the oxygen 1304-1\ emission lines. 
F. THE SOLAR OXYGEN 1304-A TRIPLET LINE PROFILES 
The solar 5pectrum is dominated by strong emission lines below approximately lsoo-A. 
Although the strongest of these lines are attributed to atomic hydrogen and helium, there is also a 
strong atomic oxygen emission at 1304-A. The brightness of this emission is due to the 
accidental resonance between the Lyman-jl line of hydrogen at 1026-A and a ground state 
transition of atomic oxygen. This resonance is known as the "Bowen mechanism" and it 
produces three oxygen emission lines at 1302.17, 1304.86 and 1306.02-A. Since the solar 
atmosphere is extremely opaque at these wavelengths, all three lines display a pronounced self 
reversal at the center of the line profiles. The 1304.86-A emission line was examined in this 
thesis, but the other two emission lines are similar and can be modeled in the same fashion. 
The Doppler-broadened1304.86-A line profile can be approximated as the sum of two 
equal and offset Gaussian curves according to the equation 
(22) 
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where ltF(x) is the flux in ergs cm-1 sec· l , ltF is the line-integrated flux in ergs cm-2 sec·!, x.t" is a 
measure of the line dispersion in km/sec and x"rris a measure of the offset of the emission peaks 
from the center of the line in kmlsec. This method was developed by Gladstone (1992) who 
generated an empirical fit to data obtained from the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM). Equation 
(22) is expressed in terms of flux and velocities. For the purposes of this thesis, it is more 
convenient to speak in tenns of relative intensity and wavelengths. Expressed in these units, 
Equation (22) becomes 
(23) 
where 10 is the maximum intensity and the offset and dispersion coefficients are as defined above 
(in units of A). A model of the 1304.86-A emission line using the values A..rF.0478-A and 
"-<l,,;.0478-A is shown in Figure 15. The Interactive Data Language (IDL) procedures used to 
generate the profile are listed in Appendix A. 
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tigun: 15 SOIM 01l.ygen 1304.86-'; Lmission Line Prollle 
G. TIlE TERRESTRHL OXYGEN 1304-A EyllSSIO~ 
The m .. ygell 13U~-A tripld emi~sion is also" prominent It:ature of the tcrrestrial airglow. 
The terrc.-;trial emi~3ion is call~ed by solar resonant sc~ttering and phOloelccrron impact 
cAcitmiofl uf atomic oxygen in thc thermospherc. The terrestrial emi,siOH differs from the solar 
",mi~si()n in that it di,>plays a narrower hneshape and the mlensi!)" is much weaker (lhe solar 
emissioll is over 104 tiIn"" a,> brighl a~ th", (erreslrial erni~sion) 
rlie shapc of thc terrestrial oAyg",n lJ04-A lin'" prufile i'> dominatcd by two line 
broad"'ning mechanisms, Doppler broadening and natural broadening. Of the tv.". Duppler 
bro~deni!lg is probably the casie\t to understand, Atom, in a gas are alv.'l)'s in random thermal 
moti"n, and the averagc speed of the atoms;' dependent on thc amount oflhermal kinetic en~rg\' 
thc;. possc';s. from the point "f view of a stational) ohserver, this means that at any instant the 
atom, \\ill be traveling at ditfcrelll \elocities, some to\\ard, the observcr and ,orne away frOll) 
lh~ obs"'rvn. As a r",sult. the [r"'quene), of eTIllssion or ,lbsmption of ",a~h atom in ib own frdm~ 
eorn:spontb to a (htTerent jf"'([lIency from that lor ~n observer. Ea<.;h mom has it~ u\\n Duppler 
~hifl which ~pr",ads tht: o:mi~.,ion l'r absorption lillO: out (altllOligh the lol~1 strO:Ill,,'ih remains 
constant), 'I'he broadening ofthc Ime can he described h)' a simple (iaussian line profile. The 
relationship hctween temperature and Ihe Doppler width of the spcctrallll1c is given b) 
(24) 
where ,\v is the thermal Doppler "idth (in units of frequene). Vll h the line centt:r frequency. c 
is the ,peed of light, k is I3oltzmalln', constant. T is 1he teillperallire and 1\.1 i" the atornic mass 
In term, of Doppler wavelengths, Eqllation (24) becomes 
(25) 
rhe hne-co:nkr Cfl'SS s~ction for each atom is 
cr"" (26) 
for (ile ,:;1."'" of Doppler broadening. Replacing the constallls of Equation (26) with llumericJI 
val lies gives 
(:7) 
with )._,~ in ;\ and T III K. _\ IS the atomic weight Df the ~toll1 arid flc i, lh~ oscillator <;trength 
O"dllalor "trcngth is defined as the ralio of the radiative decay rate; of a real alomi,' transition to 
tho: ctec:J.~ rate of a ~Ia.-;.,ical dectron ooeillutc1r at th~ ~ame Ij-equt'n~}. Since It is a rutkl of rates 
(he (l,cillaI0r strength is dimellslOnle~, 
I\'atural hroadenll1g is a re~ult of the lI~isenberg unccrtainty principle whid. relates the 
cllergy and lifetime ofa system. In equation form the uTlcertulllty principle is 
(2R) 
where ,'~E I, the 11l1lTrtaint) in tht: ent:rg) uf tht: sy~l~m. !"I( i" (he llme interval characteristic of 
thl: rate of change of (he system ~nd n=h/2T:. If the lifetime uf ~n atomic state is long (appro}" 
10--' sec) thall the lint: profile will 11<: relatively nnrrow, whereas atomic ~tales thaI are short-lived 
(approx. 10' ~e<.:) display broad linc~hapes. For natural broadening, the \-'I'id~ning ofth~ speo:lral 
line can be de~nibed by" Lorent7ian line profile. 
Qlllte often. a, in the ca~e of the terrestrial 1304-;\ emi~sion, atoms exhibit both natural 
and Doppler line broadenill!" effeds. In lhese ,>ituations, the lineshapc can be described by the 
VOigl fUllction, which IS a <.:Onvo!utll'1l of the Lorelltz profile o\er the Doppler profile. The 
tCfTe~trial 1304.86-P. emi~sion line pwfile call then be expressed as 
(29) 
where H(a,u) is the Voigt fimetion. and the Voib<t parameters are defined as 
'" (1"'--, 471.!l.v[J no) 
(31) 
(32) 
i be pnfnllleters 'fu ~nd "il ar<, tll<' widths of the upp~r ;mu lower sl~tes in\'olvcd in 
anu \'.~" i~ the collision frequenc} 
A mor~ detailed ~xplanutioll of the Voigt Illnclion, and line bnlildening mecbani&m~ in 
general, can b(.' found in Ryhicki and Lightm~n (1979). I'igure (16) shQw~ 0. comparison of 
D(lppier ~IllJ Voigt prufile'> for the lerre~tri~l o .... ygen J 304.86-T_ emission line. I he Jill. 
proccdur~~ llsed to model til\; pwfiles afe listed in Appendi;. A I he terrestrial lines "ere 
generated u~ing a temperatur<' uf 300 K and d Voigt paramekr of u=I.I08xIO!. As the diagram 
sllQWS, the <;hapc ofthc profiles arc vcry similar ncar the (elllCr, but the Voif.'1 cllrve wid<'n~ out 
significantly n<.'M the edges while the Doppler profile remains fairly narrllw This indicaks that 
l)oppler broad(";uing domillate~ Ilear the center of the lillc profile \\hilc natulall,roadening and 
lh~ Lorent:nan lllle~hap(O IS pi cdominate in the regions awa} from llile center 
Figure 16 Comparison of Doppler and Voigt Line Profiles 
H. SOLAR OCCULTATION 
Observations of the solar oxygen 1304.86-A emission line from within the atmosphere 
will be attenuated to some degree by the intervening column of oxygen, and the amount of 
absorption is directly proportional to the column density. The larger the column of oxygen 
between the observer and the solar emission, the greater the attenuation of the solar line. The 
equation describing the resulting lineshape is given by 
(33) 
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where N is the column density (cm-2) and cr (,,), the resonant scattering cross-section (cm2), is 
given by 
(34) 
Since cr is also dependent on temperature, there are really two geophysical variables in 
Equation (33), Nand T. Figures (17) and (18) show calculations of the variation ofIOb!''''.d with 
changing column densities. These calculations assumed an isothennal atmospheric temperature 
ofJOO K and a Voigt parameter a of 1.108)(10.2. Figure (17) plots four curves, the unattenuated 
solar line profile and three other curves corresponding to column densities of 1)(1017, 1)(1018 and 
1)(1019 cm·2. Since these column densities are representative of the actual column densities in the 




Figure (lX) plOl<; the simulated Ime profile for column densities of lxl011 , lxl0"" aurl 
I x IO~-' cm-2 and shows that at high column den~ities, the solar 1304.86-1, is almost completely 
attenuated by the atmosphere. These figures also indio,;att: lhat any measliremenlleehnique of the 
ob'iervcd oxygen 1304.86-A line profile will he ~ensitive to the column of oxygen over the entire 
ultitude range of the th~rrnlJsphere_ The IDL proccdnre used to mode! the observed intcn<;ity is 
shown in Appendix A 
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The profiles of Fi['ure (19) illustrate the expected temperature dependence of an 
occultatiun measuremem. The solid lines of Figure (19) depict the column densities of figure 
(17) tilr a temperature of 300 K while th" dashed lines plot the sarne column den~ities for a 
tcrnpera!llre Df 1000 K 
Figun: 19 Simulated 1304,86-A Lin" Prufile \er~us l'emperalure 
Figure (20) represents an enlarged view of Figure (19) around the center wavelength 
hgures (1'1) and (20) shu\~ Ihal higher temperalure~ broaden the absorpllOn orlhe simulated line 
profik around the center at th" ~am'" time as d",creasing th", ,J"'pth uf the alknuation, Although 
the total amuunt uf atTenuation remains fairly constant the shape of the line profile is definitely 
atfected hy the kmp",ratllIe and must be ac~ounted for when analYI,ing the line~hapes. 
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Figure 2() Enlarf!ed View of Line Profit", \er~lIS T",mperature 
Figure (2l) is an illustration of the curve of growth for the total simulated oxygen 
I3U4.~6-.i). t:mis~ion at a Varid} of temperaturt:s. The IDL procedure used to plot the growth 
,;ur~e is listed in Appcndi'\ A 
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Figure 21 Growth Curve for Oxygen 1304.86-A Line 
Simulations of AMI performance by Carlson (lm) using the Dart ray tracing program 
show that AMI is an excellent instrument for observing the oxygen 1304.86--A emission line. 
Once the line profile and temperature at variolls altitudes have been measured, the amount of 
atomic oxygen in the thermosphere can be determined using methods sllch as that developed by 
Meier (1992), which utilizes Discrete Inverse Theory to retrieve the oxygen concentration from 
solar occultation data. 
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IV. EXPERIMENT 
This section describes the experimental procedures used to setup and test the prototype 
All-Reflection Michelson Interferometer. 
A. SETUP OF AMI 
The initial setup and testing of a prototype AM] was done by Risley (1992). He built an 
instrument similar to that described in Figure (9), with the exception that he inserted a lens 
between the light source and pinhole aperture in order to focus as much light as possible on the 
pinhole opening. After construction was complete, he proceeded to test the instrument using a 
number of different light sources. Unfortunately, he achieved only limited success due, 
primarily, to an inadequate detector. For a more detailed treatment of the original construction 
and prototype testing see Risley (1992). 
The first step in the continuation of prototype testing was to increase the intensity of 
light reaching the detector. This was done by comparing the original grating (p=1200 lines/mm) 
to a sinusoidal diffraction grating with a ruling density of 2400 lines/mm. It was hoped that a 
sinusoidal grating with a higher ruling density would increase the intensity of light in the zero 
and minus one order beams. Measurements of beam intensity were made with both gratings 
using two different light sources, a He-Ne laser and a mercury vapor lamp. Figure 22 illustrates 
how the beams were designated and where readings were taken. Tables 1 and 2 are a compilation 
of the results. Table 1 shows the measurements in tenns of light intensity (watts) while Table 2 
depicts the results in tenns ofperceutages. The m=(O,-l) and m=( -1,0) percentages of Table 2 are 
based on the intensities from the m=O and m=-I beam, not the initial beam. For example, the 
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m=(O,-I) figure of 19.3 % for the He-Ne laser with the 1200 lines/mm grating was obtained by 





Figure 22 Diffraction Grating Comparison Diagram 
TABLE I COMPARISON OF DIFFRACTION GRATINGS 
(Standard with p=1200, Sinusoid with p=2400) 
Reflection He-Ne Laser (j.I.W) Mereury Lamp (nW) 
1200 2400 1200 2400 
Initial 19.6 16.7 30.5 33.2 
m 0 3.00 11.6 6.40 23.5 
m I 13.2 2.80 10.8 3.06 
m=(O.-I) 0.58 1.52 0.60 1.50 
m=(-I,O) 0.76 1.60 0.75 1.65 









TABLE 2 PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF ORA TINGS 
(Standard with jY=1200, Sinusoid with p""2400) 
He--NeLaser (%) Mercury Lamp (%) 
1200 2400 1200 2400 
15.2 69.5 21.0 70.8 
66.7 16.8 35.4 9.2 
19.3 13.1 9.4 6.4 
5.7 57.1 6.9 53.4 
6.7 19.0 4.4 9.6 
The results show that the sinusoidal grating achieved better results for both light sources 
than the standard grating. In fact, the sinusoidal grating showed a twofold increase in the light 
reaching the detector. The light intensity for the He-Ne laser went from 6.7% to 19.0% while the 
intensity for the mercury lamp went from 4.4% to 9.6%. Interestingly enough, the sinusoid 
grating distributed the light differently between the two diffraction orders. The sinusoidal grating 
sent more of the light to the zero order reflection while the standard grating sent the majority of 
light to the minus one order. 
The next improvement made was to mount the optical workbench on a vibration 
isolation base. The Micro-g Series 62 post isolation system consisted of four supports bolted 
together with tiebars to comprise a structurally sound rectangular base. Each support contained 
an air piston and leveling valve for final adjustments. A pressurized nitrogen gas tank provided 
air to the pistons and main pressure was maintained at approximately 60 psi with a regulating 
valve. 
The third refinement, sho"WII in Figure 9, was to mount the zero order mirror on an 
adjustable base to insure the path lengths for both ra~ were equal (within the coherence length 
oflhe light source). 
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I he final. and pcrhap'i most Important. 1llodification to th~ l1riginal prototype wa~ to 
repla~", Ih", Pana,onic eel) \idco camera \\ith a ~olid state I-.Ieclrim EDC·IOOOIIR imegmling 
CCD cam~ra. Th~ l.DC-10I)OI-lR consisted of a eam",ra h~arl a~~~mbl)', a C01llpllter intertacc 
card ~nd colillecting cable and was controlled directly from the Cl>mput~r keyboard. The st:nsing 
area ofthe delector wa~ 8.67 mm \\'irlc by 6 54 mm high and the pixel array (resolution) was 753 
horizontally b) 2..J..J vertICall),. On", oftht' main advantages of the EDC-JOOOHR CalJlera was that 
imnges on the computer snet:n cuuld be saved diredly to hard rlrivt: or floppy disk as TIFF liles 
for later manipulation and allal)'~is. Oth~r important featllrt:s included the ability to control 
exposnre time from I msec to I minUlt: ~nrl to subtract background light trom the picl\Jrt:. 
H. TESTING WITH MERCURY VAPOR LAMP 
The first step ill testmg the interferomet~r deslgn was to crcate an inlerf~rt:nce pattern 
using a light source with a short coherence length. A lov.- pressure mt'H:uJ) discharge tube 
mounted In an Orit:1 model 65160 lamp, such as that used by Risley (1992), was chosen. A band-
pass filler was placed across thc opening of the lamp to filter out all emission lint's from the 
discharge tube except th~ green line of intereSl at a wavelength of 5461-A 
The setup was ~,,~ct!) tht: same as Rislt:)'s 11992). A convex lens was placed betwt:t'n 
the lamp and a 250 f-lm pinhole and the pinhole v.-as placed at the focus oflhe lens to maximize 
the light throughput. Thc Oricl Model 45347 otl~axis parabolic mirror was focuseJ a~ before, 
using a small telescope foc[I';cd at mfinity. Since the sinusoidal diffraction gratillg increa~t:d the 
hght inten~ity of the beams, the z~ro and minus one order mirrors were aligned by observing the 
rcil<:ctions from the grating and placing the mirrors visually in the beams so that the light 
boum;ed off the In irrors and returned to the sam~ spot on the diffraction grating. 
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Once the initial setup and alignment was cOlnplcte, the computer camera was turned on 
and actual testing commeoced. It took only a few minutes to adjust the mirrors and establish an 
interference pattern. Figure 23 is a picture of the first interferencc pattcrn achieved with the 
mercury vapor lamp at 5461-h. 
Figure 23 Initial Interference Pattern for Mercury Vapor Lamp 
The exposure time for the interference pattern was I sec and the image was rel:orded 
using the HWINCAM software provided with the computer camera. The HWINCAM program 
only provided a pixel resolution of 192 (H) x 180 (V) and was used only [or the first picture. All 
subsequent images were recorded using the HVESA program (also supplied by Electrim) which 
provided the maximum resolution of753 (H) x 244 (V). 
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Once the paltern lIas established, fine adjustmcnb to (he ,v~tem were made to improve 
the contrast and ,"enter th, rattern '[he minus lOne order mirror lliid 1\10 adjustment scrc\", one 
te, control the vertICal Rllgle and ano(her the hori/ontal angle or(he mm'or, Adillsting the vertical 
~cre" affected the tilt of the lI1terference lirles. If the scre\\ was turned far e[l(}ugh irl OTle 
direction. t.he fringe,; rotated a full ,60 degrecs. The adjmtment scre\\ e)'Jremely sensitive 
and it proved difficult to gd the lines perfectly vertical. The horizontal screw cuntrolled the 
spa(ial frequency (If the interfcr~llcc pattern. Rotating the screw cloekwi~e or (;ounterc1ockwise 
moved the mirror angle clostr to. or farther al\a) from, the tuntd wavelength and affected the 
rllllnber of interference fringes on the ~creen. As the wavelen,b'th approached "'" the number of 
frin!l(;s on the screen decreased. \1ovmg the wavelength away from had th~ opposite effect 
and increa~ing the mirror an.!l.Ie s\lch that the v>-avelength was too far from I~", caused the fringes 
to dioaprearaitogether. 
Another impurtant adjustment wa~ the position of the zero order mirror from the grating. 
When rhe pattern \>,a<; first established, the brightest fringes .. cre near the right edge of the 
screen. Moving the mirror closer to the gratirl£ caused the bright fringes to mo\'e towards the 
center of the screen. When the distallee from the zero order mirror to the di!!raetion grating 
equaled the distance from the minus one order mirror to the grating, the brightest hinges were in 
th~ cl:'nter of the screen and the lI1tcrferencc pattern displayed the gn:atest definition 
Experimentation with screw adjustment, and ~etti!lgs showed lilar the AMI was also very 
sen5itive to vibrations ami air currents around the mirrors. Even with the workbench resting on a 
cushion of air, fooMer' or movement around the table eau~ed the pattern on the screen to 
oscillate. The only wa) to create a ~table pattern ",a~ to make adjustments and then stor all 
motion for a few minutes to give the Interference paltern on the screen tim~ to settle 
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Since the AMI W3S working as predicted, all that remained was to record and analyze 
data for a number of sources. Thr<::e IDL procedures were written to analyze data recorded by the 
camera. The first procetiur<::, nmn~d IMAGE, read information from an interference panem 
(stored as a TIFF file from the EDe HVESA program) and displayed the image on the screen. 
The second procedure. called PROFILE, vertically summed the intensities of bright and dark 
fringes from the interference pattern. The net result was an interference protile (753xl array) 
which showed the variation of light intensity as a function of fringe location on the detector. The 
final procedure, designated as SPECTRUM, took the fourier trHnsform of the intnference 
profile to recover the initial spectrum. For the mercury emission al a wavelength of 5461-A, 
which approximates a monochromatic light source, the resulting spectrum was a single spike 
some distance from ~. A number of runs were conducted at different distances from the lUned 
wavelength and the following figures are indicative of the data collected. Figure 24 shows an 
interference pattern, Figure 2S an interference profile and figuTC 26 thc Fourier tnmsform of the 
interference profile. 
The image of Figure 24 is very similar to that of Figure 23 . Close inspeetioll of both 
figures reveals a background pattern that resembles a fingerprint. Every possible step was taken 
in an effon to localize the source of the background pattern. First, each light beam was blocked 
separately to see if one of the optical elements was responsible for the pattern. It made no 
difference which heam was blocked, as l(lng as any light reached the detector the background 
pattern was visible. All elements cummon to both beams were alsu inspecled to no avail. Finally, 
the detector was disassembled and the glass covering the solid state surface was cleaned in an 
effort to re'no~·e the pal!em. Unfortunately. the gla.~s was permanently affixed to the detector 
surface which prevented the surface it~elf from heing cleaned. Eliminating all other sources for 
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thc background p<ltlern, it was surm ised that the pattern was, indet:d, an actual fingerprint which 
was depositcd on the surfact: SOl ,ne during tbe manufacturing process. 
Figure 24 Interference Pattern for Mercury Vapor Lamp 
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Figure 25 AMI Interference Profile for lVlercur~' Vnpor Lamp 
rh", interfen:n~e profilt: of Figure 25 i, an excellent example of J-'raunhofer diffraction 
As expected, the 111lrnber "f peab and valleys mat~h the number of bright and dark fringes from 
Figure Since the AMI measure~ wavelength relative to a particular tuned wavelength, the 
Fourier tran~jorm of the interference profile ~holiid produce a single peak at a po~itil\n on the x-
axis dependent on the number uf bright fringes in the profile (number of friIl),':es h a llIensute of 
spatial ffequenc)}. 111(:rc arc nine bright fringes in Figure 25 plus three or four not ShO"'11 on the 
:;raph. Therefore, Fit:'ure 26 should display a single spike approximately 12 to 13 Units from i'll 
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(the ZCf<' point on lh~ x-axi~)_ l:-.xaminntion of Figure 16 revtilb tiJat it does mdeed SllOW a 
prolJl1lIllCO:'d ~rike at that position 
Figure 26 Fourier Transform for Mercury Vapor Lamp 
fhe large peak ncar the origin of Figure 26 represents the low frequency noise 
component of (he signal. Thi~ peak was preSCllt ill all of the spectrums recorded during thc 
expenmO:'nt.ln order to distinguish the actual \\,avelenh1h peak from the background noise, it wa~ 
necessary to adjusl the AMI so that the interference pattern consisted of at !cast four or five 
bl"ight fnllges. This had the effect of moving the peak away fwm the low frequency noi~e 
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Figures 27, 28 and 29 were recorded using th<: ,arne monochromatlc light Sl\urc<: btlt ~I ~ 
higher spatial frequency than "Figures 24, 25 and 26. The im<1!!e of hgur<: 27 appear> !lIllch 
ckHner and mor~ defined than the image of rignrc 24 because the hack ground wa, ~lihlracted 
from Ihe inkrfert'llc'" paltem using Ihe remainder JealLne l'fthe EDC IfVESA soft\"ar~ 
Figure 27 Interference Pallem for Mercury Vapor Lamp (High Spatial Frequency) 
Figurc 21:: sho\'.s 14 bright fringes, which means that, including the three or four fringes 
not shown. there ~hould he a spike at approximately 17 or 18 units on the graph of Figure 29 
In,p~ction of Figure 29 shows that the predicted spike docs indeed appeal'. 
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Figure 28 Interference Profile for Mercury Vapor Lamp (High Spatial Frequency) 
Figures 26 and 29 show another interesting feature of the AMI. As spatial frequency 
increases and the distance from the tuned wavelength increases, the intensity of the peak 
decreases. 
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Figure 29 Fourier Transfonn for Mercury Vapor Lamp (High Spatial Frequency) 
Figure 30 illustrates this effect. The three curves plotted on the graph were recorded 
using the mercury vapor lamp as the light source. The only difference between the curves is that 
they correspond to different spatial frequencies. Curve A was plotted for an interference pattern 
that contained 11 bright fringes. Curves B and C show interference patterns with 20 and 29 
bright fringes, respectively. Figure 30 clearly displays the relationship between spatial frequency 
and intensity. As frequency increases, the intensity oftbe peaks drop from 1600 for Curve A, to 
900 for Curve B, to 300 for Curve C. As a result, this becomes an important design considerntion 
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when determining the tuned wavelength for the AMI. If ~ is too far from the oxygen 1304.86-A 
line, the intensity of the prot; "might be to low to accurately reconstruct the spectrum. 
Figure 30 Plot ofIntensity Versus Spatial Frequency (Mercury Vapor Lamp) 
C. TESTING WITH SODIUM VAPOR LAMP 
The next phase in testing the interferometer design was to verify the performance of the 
instrument using a different, less intense light source. sodium was chosen because it exhibits a 
doublet emission at a wavelength of 5889-A, which is less intense than either the He-Ne laser 
tested by Risley (1992) or the mercury vapor lamp examined previously. The nature of the 
doublet emission (two distinct emission lines within 9-A of each other) also provided a unique 
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opportunity for testing the AMI. Not only could the perfonnance of the interferometer be 
verified with low intensity sources, the resolving power of the instrument could also be 
examined. 
The resolution limit and bandwidth of the instrument for the sodium doublet emission 
can be detennined from Equation (16) and Figure (14). Using 
(35) 
for the doublet emission, Equation (J6) becomes 
~ = 2acos(8)"-. 
L 
(36) 
With L=8.7 nun, a=4.1667xI0-4mmlline (lip), 8""285' and ",,"'5889-11. for the sodium 
lamp, AA.",in"".2487-A. Since the doublet emission lines are separated by approximately 9-11., the 
resolving power is 'JJl:J.l.mtn""72 pixel units. 
The bandwidth (BW) can be determined using the Nyquist sampling criteria, which 
requires a minimum of two samples per cycle. Therefore 
(37) 
where N is the number of detector elements. With N=753, BW~3.6-A. 
After completing the numerical analysis, the mercury bulb in the Oriel lamp was 
replaced with a sodium vapor bulb. Since the sodium lamp operated at a slightly different 
wavelength, the instrument was realigned visually so that both beams again intersected at the 
detector. As before, once the mirrors were properly oriented it only took a few minutes to 
establish an interference pattern and fine tune the image. Figure 31 is a picture of the resulting 
interference pattern. 
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Figure 31 Interference Pattem for Sodium Vapor Lamp (J.o less than A] and "2) 
The image of Figure 31 clearly shows two superimposed interference patterns. The 
pattem with four or five fairly wide bright fringes is the more dominant of the two and is a result 
of the emission line which is nearest 110. The other pattern, with approximately 55 narrow 
fringes, results from the emission line farthest away from Ao. For future reference, the two 
emission Jines from the sodium vapor lamp are designated as A] and~. Since the mirrors were 
aligned visually and not to any particular wavelength, there was no way of telling from Figure 31 
where A.1 and ~ lay in relation to Ao. A relatively simple method, and the one used throughout 
the remainder of this thesis, was to adjust the AMI 80 that one of the interference patterns 
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completely disappeared. When one of the patterns disappeared, the instrument was tuned for that 
exact wavelength. By trial and error, it was then a simple matter to detennine if the tuned 
wavelength was outside or between the sodium doublet emission lines. The data of Figure 31 
was recorded for Ao less than /...1 and /"'2' 
The only difficulty which arose while testing the sodium lamp was vertically aligning 
both interference patterns simultaneously. When one pattern was aligned the other was slightly 
askew and vice versa. After a number of attempts, the effort to align both patterns at the same 
time was abandoned and the patterns were lined up as close to vertical as possible. The 
interference profile for the image of Figure 31 is shown in Figure 32. 
Figure 32 Interference Profile for Sodium Vapor Lamp (Ao less than :1.1 and~) 
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As ~,ith !<Igun: 11. the protile of r'lgure .12 al,o reneC!.', the iJlllu~n<.:~ oCtwo separate and 
dl~tl wClvelengths Thc wavclength \\1111 thc lower spatIal trequcncy glvcs the eurv~ it'> gencral 
shape ",hlle the waH~length .... Ith the hIgher sPdtial frequenc) glve~ lhe cune Its jagged 
rran<;ition~ 
Figure' 33 plol\ lh~ !<ouner transform ofhgurc 32. Comraty to our e1..pectation'i. Figure 





Founer Transform Jor SodIum Vapor Lamp (A" les~ than r.[ and 1...2 ) 
for ~ollle unknown reason the &econd peak wa, not vi~iblc eventhough t",o distlllct 
spatial frcquencles can be dhcerned in Hgures 31 and 12. Although the data from the mercul) 
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lamp indicates that the mtcmlty should decrea'>t \'11h mcrea,>ing ~patlal rrequenc), ata dl5tancc 
of around 30 to 40 ph.d unib ~ome type of pt:ah ~hould be \'isibl~ In ordn 10 d<'!t:nnme the 
rea,on on I) one pcak wa~ appar~nl, a numbtr of run'> \\ere conducted tor different tuned 
wa\elengths I he A\ll \~a, adjusted ancl data recorded for tht followmg situatIOns. /"" on one 
,ldeotf'l and J.;. Ar, herneenAI and k,and ''i) on the other,lde \)f).1 and "2 hgure 34 iJlu,lra1e, 
thtca,ewherc,"", I~approximatel) mid\\ay between r'l andt2 
Interference Pattern for Sodium Vapor Lamp 0-<) betwt:en ).1 and }.2) 
A" in the ea,e of fIgure 31, the pattern of Figme 34 also shows two ~upenmpo"ed 
mterference patterns. The frmges of Figure 34, howe~er. are approximately the same width since 
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'"1 i, almost the ,arne &.,tanee from Ie] and Ie> figlJr~ 35 is a plot of the inlt:rfetenee profile for 
th~ iJllag~ of figure 34_ Again. two "n"'eleng(h~ are visibk on the in1erf~rence profile 
Figure 35 Interference Profile for Sodium Vapor Lamp (/<{l between ).1 and fd 
The graph of Figl.lre 36 djspla)'~ the fourier transfonn of Figure 35. This time there doe~ 
s~em to be a faint second peak arOlltld pixel 36_ The peak is too faint however, to say positively 
that it is a product ofthe second emission line. In aiL tell runs wcre conducted but the dala for all 
lell nills wa, illcnlldlJ~ive_ Since the in'trumeOl seemed to he working properly and the ,econd 
emi~sion line W<lS \isible in the interference panem~ and interfer~nce profiles. there hnd to be 
some othel" reason it was not appeanng in the Fourier transform 
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~igurc <0 ~ourier Tr.msform faT Sodium VapuT Lamp U~J betweoon Al ancl I.,) 
Une po,~ible an,,,er was [he moothudology usood to analyze th~ Tm' data. Thoo interlt;r~n~oo 
profiles "ere obtained b: ~umming the intoon~ities vertically (over all 244 veT!i~al pi1!.ds) and 
then taking Ihe Fast Fourier Tran~fonn (foFT). As noted prcviollsly though. thc fri[lgc~ wcre 
never pcrfectl) vertical. Whcn lhc fringes for !.; were vertical, the fringe, for Iq were slightl) 
tlltt:d. To compensate for this, thc array was summed b) rows ofl\~o inslead of244 rows at once 
In otlwr words, the intcnsities for I\.\"o rows were summed, thcn Ihe FFT was taken for those two 
row~. After this step was completcd, thc resulting 122 rFT's werc summed to create the final 
Fouriertransfonn array. The IDL procedure used to sum the array over a certain number of rows 
at once is listed in Appendix A. 
Summing the array two rows at a time had a dramatic effect on the data. The second 
emission peak. was clearly evident for al1 ten runs. The results of this analysis are listed in Table 
3. 
TABLE 3 SODIUM DOUBLET EMISSION ANALYSIS (Summed by Rows Of2) 
Roo 
"" 
Al Pixel 1..2 Pixel Total 
Position Distance Distance Separation 
AT<~<A.:z I. 36 SO 
Al<Ao<A2 43 50 
iI.:J<Al<A2 12 63 51 
A!<A2<Ao 55 50 
Ao<A!<A2 55 51 
AI<~~ 43 50 
Al<~<iI.:J 54 50 
A!<Ao<~ 18 33 51 
A!<Ao<~ 25 25 50 
The results listed in Table 3 are fairly consistent. The data shows that, regardless of the 
location of the tuned wavelength, the instrument displays an average spacing between the 
doublet emission lines of 50 pixel units. In fact, the experimental1y determined resolution of 50 
units compares favorably with the predicted resolving power of 72 units which was detennined 
theoretically at the beginning of this section. This brings up an interesting point. When the 
resolving power was first detennined theoretically, there was a mistake in Equation (36) and the 
resolving power was elToneously calculated as 36 units. After the runs were completed and the 
resolving power came out experimental1y as 50 units, the equations were rederived, the algebra 
mistake was corrected, and the right theoretical value was determined to be 72 pixel units. 
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The findings of Table 3 bring up an interesting question. Namely, over how many rows 
should the data be summed to provide maximum definition between the peaks and the 
background noise? To answer this question the data from one particular run was examined. Run 
J was chosen arbitrarily and the intensity profile was summed over I row, 4 rows, 16 rows, 64 
rows and 244 rows. The resulting five curves were then plotted !Il\d compared on the graph of 
Figure 37. Figure 37 shows that the definition between the se(:ond peak and the background 
noise improves steadily as the intensity distribution is summed up to about 64 rows at a time. At 
that point, the intensity of the second peak starts to decrease and it becomes harder to distinguish 
the peak from the background noise. Examination of other stored EDC files using this technique 
revealed the same general trend. Defmition between the peak and background noise improved 
until the data was summed over approximately 32 to 64 rows at a time, then the definition started 
to decrease until the peak was indistinguishable from the background noise. The reason or 
reasons for this are not clearly understood at this time. 
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Figure 37 Comparison of Sodium Doublet Emission Profib (Intensity Profile 
Summed Over 1, 4,16,64 and 244 Rows) 
11. FINAL MODIFICATION OF AM:I 
Validation of the prototype instrument as a tool to perfonn high resolution analysis of 
erni~sion line profiles v.'a.~ finally complete. The only task that remained was to perfonn a slight 
modification to thc prototype so that it reflected a design more suitable for operation in the 
vacuum ultraviolet. This was accomplished by removing the focusing lens and replacing the 
pinhole opening with a narrow slit. Removing the focusing lens between the light source and 
aperture enabled the instrument to collect any incident light within the geometric window of the 
slit-parabolic mirror configuration and gave the AMI a wider field of view. A slit was used in 
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place of the pinl\{,ie ppening bee:>1l';e it \\as ea,i~r 10 mljllst the width oflh" ,Ii, and to contnll th" 
amount pflight striking th" off-a\:j, mirror. 
rhe AMt, with ll1odiJicaLlODS complete, IS pictured in Fig:ures 38 3nd 39, figure 38 
,hrl\\~ th" front \i,,\\ of ttt" in~lrumen( as seen from behind the detector. figure 39 displays the 
rear view of tl)e in,trUJ)l"nt viewed from behind the diffraction grating, The light SOllre~ shown 
in figures 38 3nd 39 IS the Oriel lamp ,vlth mercury vapor bulb, 1l1e mercul) lmllp was used 
tempDrarily to adjust the variou<; optical clements and see what effect, it' any. the mudificatlum 
had on AM! performance 
In the front view of Figure 38, the L"fl1 order mirror (mullnted on adjustable ba~e) is the 
clement in the left foreground of the pieture. Directly hehind the mirror i, the diffraction grating 
muunted in Its elrcul3r holder. To the right of the zero order mirror is the solid state detector with 
the computer c3blc attached to rear. >.Iext to the detector is the 111ll111S one order mirror, The uff· 
pambolic mirror with its po!l<;hed surface can be seen ill the background The elements 
farthest to the right of the picture arc the ~lit arid, directly ill front of it, the mereul)' lamp, 
Figure 38 Front View of AMI 
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Figure 39 Rear View of AMI 
os 
The slit itself can be seen in the rear view of Figure 39. The circular mirrors and detector 
opening are also visible. Another feature evident in the rear view of Figure 39 is the spacing 
between the diffraction grating and reflecting mirrors. The mirrors are situated as close to the 
grating as the base will allow. Tests showed that the distance between the grating and mirrors 
had no visible effect on AMI performance. In fact, the ability to fit the instrument in virtually 
any size container is one of its main advantages. 
Figure 40 shows an interference pattern recorded after final modifications to the AMI 
were completed. Figure 40 was taken with the mercury lamp and an exposure time of 500 msec 
The interference panem is not as distinct in Figure 40 as in previous figures because of the light 
intensity reaching the detector. Since the light source was directly in front of the slit, the amount 
of light reaching the detector was much higher and tended to wash out the picture. Even at half 
the exposure time (500 msec versus 1000 msec for other figures) it was difficult to get a clear 
pattern. This is another item to consider when building an instrument for actual use. The best 
perfonnance can be achieved by placing a reflector or another off-axis mirror in front of the 
aperture to control the distribution and intensity of light reaching the detector. 
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Figure 40 Interference PaUern after Final Modifications to AMI 
E. TESTING WITH ULTRA VIOLET SOURCE 
The ultimate goal of this thesis was to examine the feasability of using the AMI as a high 
resolution instrument in the ultraviolet portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The final phase 
of testing, therefore, required the usc of a light source which operated in the ultraviolet 
wavelength range. After considerahle thought, the mercury line at a wavelength of 2537-A was 
chosen. The mercury line offered an intense source at a wavelength close to the minimum 
wavelength acceptable for the diffraction grating of the prototype instrument. Recall from 
Equation (20) that a wavelength of 2537-A requires a grating with Pmin"'2628 lines/mm. The 
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prototype grating had a den5ity of2400 Iines/mm which, although not perfect, is still fairly close 
to optimum). 
Operating the AMI in the ultraviolet range presented two problem5. The first problem 
was moving and adjusting the mirrors with an ultraviolet source. Since the light from the UV 
source was not visible to the naked eye, the mirrors could not be aligned visually. Because of the 
change in wavelength, the reflecting mirrors had to be moved and realigned. Initial placement of 
the mirrors was accomplished using a computer template. The template. which was taped to the 
workbench, showed the position of the incident beam, the diffraction grating, the two plane 
mirrors and the output beam to the detector for an incidence angle of6r=45°. 
The other problem which needed to be addressed was detecting the interference pattern. 
The computer camera did not operate in the UV range and required some modifications to detect 
light in that region of the spectrum. After careful consideration, an image intensifier was used to 
alleviate the problem. The image intensifier, a lIT model F4145 plate image intensifier, was 
bolted directly to the front of the solid state computer camera. Photons entering the intensifier 
strike a photocathode, causing electrons to be ejected and accelerated by a potential into a 
r.,;~rochannel plate where they strike a phosphor screen. The phosphor screen emits visible light 
'il is then detected by the camera. Power to the image intensifier was provided via a separate 
circuit and was adjustable from 0 to 15 volts. 
Once modifications to the camera were complete, the mirrors were placed according to 
the template and power to the lamp and image intensifier was turned on. As expected, the zero 
order mirror was easy to align. The detector was used to check the placement of the minus one 
order mirror and showed that the template was an accurate indicator of the various reflection 
angles and mirror positions. The image intensifier seemed to work best for supply voltages 
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between 5 and 6 volts. Any power settings above 6 volts saturated the CCD camera. Final 
adjustments were accomplished by adjusting the zero and minus one order mirrors so that both 
the zero and minus one beams overlapped at the center of the detector. The setup worked so well 
that adjustments were completed for the UV source almost as fast as for the visible light sources. 
The only problem with the configuration was that the intensity of the zero order beam was five to 
ten times brighter than the minus one order beam. When power to the intensifier was adjusted for 
the minus one order beam, the zero order beam saturated the computer camera. The large 
difference in beam intensities eliminated any possibility of establishing an interference pattern. 
The incidence angle was adjusted from 45" to 5" to try and shift some of the intensity 
from the zero beam to the minus one beam and equalize the beam intensities. This new setup 
shifted the configuration of the mirrors and detector so that the minus one order mirror was on 
one side of the incident beam and the zero order mirror and detector were on the other side of the 
beam. The new configuration worked better than expected and shifted too much of the intensity 
from the zero to minus one order beam. When power was adjusted for the zero beam the 
intensity of the minus one beam saturated the camera, again preventing the appearance of an 
interference pattern. 
The next logical step was to balance the beam intensities by configuring the instrument 
for some incidence angle between 5" and 45". The difficulty with this was that the m=l beam 
and ultraviolet emission lines in the vicinity of 30oo-A (also from the mercury lamp) interfered 
with the m=Q and -1 beams at the detector for most incidence angles between 5" and 45". As a 
result, there was no usable incidence angle for the mercury lamp that equalized the intensities of 
the beams enough to create an interference pattern. Due possible solution would be to use a 
diffraction grating with a higher ruling density so that more of the intensity is concentrated in the 
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m==O and -1 beams. Unfortunately, no other gratings were immediately available and testing of 
the AMI ill the ultraviolet regii was discontinued. 
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v. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Over the course of this thesis, numerous experiments were conducted to validate the All-
Reflection Michelson Interferometer as a high resolution, compact instrument for use in the EUV 
and FUV portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
First, the instrument was examined using a mercury vapor lamp that operated at a 
wavelength of 5461-A. Test results showed that the AM] operated exactly as predicted. 
Establishing an interference pattern at the detector took a matter of minutes and the device was 
easy to tune with minor adjustments to the minus one order mirror. The resulting interference 
patterns were analyzed using IDL procedures designed to produce interference profiles and 
Fourier spectrums. As expected, the Fourier transfonn of the interference profiles returned a 
monochromatic spectrum. 
Next the prototype was operated using a sodium source that produced a doublet emission 
at a wavelength of 5889-;". The doublet emission was chosen to test AMI perfonnance with a 
non-monochromatic source and detennine the resolving power of the instrument. Experiments 
revealed that the instrument operated equally well with a non-monochromatic source and the 
resolution of the instrument agreed fairly closely to theoretical predictioru;. For reasons not yet 
understood, the resolution of the emission peaks varied depending on the number of rows used to 
sum the intensities. The greatest defmition between peaks occurred when the intensities were 
summed approximately 32 to 64 rows at a time. 
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I he prototype \\~, mudiE",,] for l'permion ill til", ullr",,;oiet and ""I> t",,,(ed u~lIlg a 
rnercur~ ,a,urce with ~ "'a"ekngtl1 of Although nil interfn",nce p~tlem was never 
establi~hed. sowe very lI,cful inf;-,nnation wa~ gatheled. including the cfficac'- 01' the image 
intensifi",riCCD camera ass(!mhly lor use as ~ ddector in the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. 
There were two rea,ons an interference pattern was ne\er generated usillg n lIV source 
I"irst. th~re I\as interderence from other diffraction orders and embsion line~_ Second. the 
dlffcrcllc~ in inkllsitv bCl\\cen the beams pr~cllIded all} pattcm trom forming_ The first prohlem 
could be resolveu by u~irtg a differelll sourcc and the <;eeond problem could be dimlllawd b~ 
increasinl; the ruling den,;t;.: oflhc grating and detcrmilling the optimum ineiden~e angle for the 
\\avclength under obscn·atiOll 
rhe experiments condUcted during this the,i, provided some exlr",mel) useful 
infomlatiflll and validated the us~ of the AMI as a high resolUlion 'cnsing in,trument in the 
ulmn ioler region The optical elements are simple, lightweight and relatively inexpensive The 
instrument in gcncral is compact, is easy to tune and adjust and yery reliable. Also, since the 
AMI has no mo\" ing parts, it is ~turdy and should be fair!) easy to construct 
B. RECOI\1'\1J:NDATJONS FOR FURTlIER STlmV 
With the successful testing of a functioning prototype completc, all future \\ork should 
be concentrated towards the de\·eiopment of all actual flight instrument. The engineering 
deveh1pment should locus on a number of important elements_ First. different methods of 
collecting and collimating the incident light should bt ",xamined and tested_ Second. th", type and 
optimum gUlling den.,i!y of the diffraction grating ,hould b~ "'''plored in more detail. I hird. the 
methodolllgJ f<x mounting the optical elemellt<; to reduce Yibr~lions due to ,hod. and 
temperature flu~llla1ions dllrmg night ~hould be inv~;tigated. fourth, detcctor~ suitabl", for 
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~e[]sing lIlterfercnce pattems 111 the [UV a[]d [TV region of the elcctromagnetll spectrum 
shrnild he examined_ Finally, a ,uitahle aJrill1gemCll1 (including dimcll,ion<;, wl'ight and 
placement of elemCllt~) to conform to ~OlITiding ro~kd or spa~<: \'ehicl~ payload c()"~traints 




; THIS PROCEDURE ONES INITIAL VALUES FOR ;HE 












; LINE DISPERSION(ANGSTROMS) 
; OFFSET OF EMISSION 
CENTER WAVELENGTH(ANGSTROMS) 
; AMPLI11JDE 
; ATOMIC WEIGHT OF OXYGEN 
; ATOM(GRAMS) 
; OSCILLATOR STRENGTII 
; RESONANTSCATfERINGCROSS 
; SECTION(CM"2) 












; THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE TERRESTRIAL 1304.86 LINE USING A 









; TIllS PROCEDURE CALCULATES 11IE TERRESTRIAL 1304.86 LINE PROFILE BASED 

















; THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE OBSERVED OXYGEN 1304.86 LINE PROFILE 
; USING THE VOIGT FUNCTION TO MODEL THE TERRESTRIAL LINE 
INITVAL,T,WLSTG,WLOFF,WLCEN,IO,XSEC 







; THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE NORMALIZED INTENSITY OF THE 





FOR J=l,IOO DO BEGIN 
COLDEN(J)=COLDEN(J-l)'"1.26 
ENDFOR 









; THIS PROCEDURE PLOTS THE GROWTH CURVE OF THE OXYGEN 1304,86 LTNE 





XTlrLE='COLUMN DENSITY (CM"-2)',$ 
YTlTLE='INTENSITY RA 110 (Iobservedllsolar), 
OPLOT,[IEI7,IEI8],[.35,.35] 
XYOUTS,5E18,.35,'T=300K"SIZE=.75 
OPLOT, [1 E 17 ,1 E 18],[ .3,.3],LTNE= I 
XYOUTS,5EI8,.3,'T=600K',SIZE=.75 


















; THIS PROCEDURE READS TIFF FILES PRODUCED BY THE EDC CAMERA AND 








; lHIS PROCEDURE READS TIFF FILES PRODUCED BY TIIE EDC CAMERA AND 








; TIllS PROCEDURE READS TIFF FILES PRODUCED BY THE EDC CAMERA, SUMS 
; THE INTENSmES BY COLUMN TO PRODUCE AN INTERFERENCE PROFILE AND 










THIS PROCEDURE READS DATA FROM A TIFF FILE USING THE IMAGE 
PROCEDURE, SUMS THE DATA NUM ROWS AT A TIME, TAKES THE FOURIER 






FOR J={),FINISH DO BEGIN 




















EDe FILES USED 1:\' FI(;tRES 
Fi!!lm: 2~. Figurc 2:5, Figure 26 
r'igur~ 30 
Figllre 27, r:igur~ 2S. /< il;ture 29. Figure 30 
Figure 30 
tigure 31, Figure 32. Fil;lIre 33 
l-'il;ture 34. Figure 35, Figurc 36, l'igllrc 37 
r'igure40 
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